
 I get to hang out with my friends --- It’s so fun --- I like 

being smart --- I love it! It’s the best! --- I get excited to 

play every year --- I love working with a team and the 

challenge --- I love getting the credit for being good at 

every subject --- I learn so many useful facts --- I love the 

competition and the questions --- I just wanted to try 

something new --- I’ll be back next year --- I learned more 

geography ~ I love the feeling when I get a question right  

--- I love playing and improving my mind --- I made new 

friends, everyone is so nice --- I just love bowlin’ --- I like 

the pressure --- It helps me do better in my classes --- I’m 

smart and I like getting smarter --- I like to win --- I wanted 

to participate in a school event --- I like to show my skills   

--- It’s a fun way to express my knowledge --- Not just 

essays and projects --- I like traveling to different schools -

-- I try to make my grades better --- I like math --- I 

learned so many new things  

I love that KB is not only about the knowledge but also the teamwork 

needed to build a consensus and keep focus throughout the meet --- 

Honors knowledge in many ways ---A challenge and competition at 

a high level not found in the regular school day – We enjoy the 

academic challenge and enjoy celebrating academic achievements   

--- To provide enrichment and a unique opportunity for kids to 

Learn and enjoy competition --- To provide activities that support 

Our students who are more academically minded --- To help foster community amongst 

those students – It is a great outlet and opportunity for these kids to be on a team and 

get some recognition from the school --- The students love to compete and love to learn 

--- This program validates what we are teaching in school, while allowing them to meet 

others kids from other schools --- The kids love it, the parents love it, it’s a no brainer. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT JUNIOR HIGH KNOWLEDGE BOWL, PLEASE CONTACT: 
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